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Mission and Money, 1957

David Christie Martin

Executive Secretary to the Royal Society

‘Maintaining the highest attainable 

standards in publishing scientific papers is 

the greatest service scientific societies 

could render to the community...

Scientific societies must continue to 

predominate in scientific journal 

publication, for the moment commercial 

gain began to dominate this field the 

welfare of the scientific community 

would suffer.’

Speech to Aslib, 1957



The ‘Publishing the Philosophical Transactions’ project

Studying the editorial and economic history of world’s 

longest-running scientific journal

• Founded in 1665

• Published by the Royal Society since 1752

• Fantastic archive (including referee reports from 

1832 onwards; and editorial and financial data)



What learned societies and university presses 

have in common

• Roots in a scholarly community

• A commitment to scholarship

• A tangled relationship between money and mission



A moment of transition

David Christie Martin

Executive Secretary to the Royal Society

‘… several commercial publishing 

houses had realized that there was 

quite a bit of money to be made in 

scientific publications… 

[In contrast to scientific societies], 

the commercial houses had 

another aim in life and their high 

charges, justified on commercial 

grounds, might become a danger…’

Speech to Aslib, 1957



Lord Rayleigh

Secretary to the Royal Society

‘A scientific journal… is not a profitable 

undertaking, even though the contributors 

are, in contrast to the contributors to a 

literary journal, paid nothing for their 

contributions…; the expenses are so great, 

the public so small, and the incidental 

remuneration by advertisements so uncertain 

and insignificant… [Hence,] the scientific 

journals in this country,… are carried on with 

great difficulty…, and at a loss…’

Royal Society to H.M. Treasury, 

June 1895

The unprofitability of academic publishing, 1895



Free circulation of Royal Society publications, 1908

British Isles 131

Brit. Dominions 50

Europe 221

Americas 57

Rest of World 6

465



Government support for scientific publications

• Grant-in-Aid for scientific publishing

– 1895: £1,000 annually to learned societies, administered by the Royal 

Society

– 1920s: grant-in-aid had risen to £2,500

– 1950s: discontinued

• Grants for particular publications, e.g.

– The Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers (HMSO, later CUP: 12 

vols, 1867-1902)

– Report of the voyage of HMS Challenger (HMSO: 32 vols, 1885-1895)



A postwar transition

From a circulation-oriented, mission-driven service to 

scholarship, funded by learned societies, universities and 

governments…

…to a commercially-viable enterprise in the early Cold War



New Players, New Strategies

Robert Maxwell, of Pergamon Press

• International markets, 

especially the USA

• English as a shared 

language

• Targeting institutional 

sales (not individuals)



Mission-based publishers too!

‘By 1955 it was obviously desirable to examine… the 

general problem of production and distribution of 

those periodical publications which were essential for the 

encouragement and communication of original research, 

which nobody wished to go out of existence, but 

which without some kind of help were on the way to 

extinction.’

Frank Morley, Self-Help for Learned Journals (Nuffield 

Foundation, 1963)

• e.g. CUP opened its New York office in 1949

• e.g. Royal Society slashed its free list in 1954, and took control 

of its own sales and marketing (especially for the USA)



Golden Years of Commercial Academic Publishing, 

1950s-1960s

• New journals provide 

capacity for expanding 

new research fields

• Global circulation was 

good for sales and also for 

scholarship

• Breaking even on 

publishing releases learned 

society (and UP?) funds 

for other activities – and 

might even generate 

surplus

Royal Society deficit/surplus on publications, 1880-2010



The End of the Golden Years

• The 1970s: inflation, oil crisis, industrial relations

– Acquisitions and mergers in commercial book publishing; difficult times (and new 

management) at CUP and OUP.

• The 1980s: reduced university funding…

– Since the 1980s, university libraries have faced steady or falling budgets. 

– Where then, are the customers that the commercial model needs?

– Serials crisis. Monograph crisis…

• Academic culture, and the prioritization of research

– Since the 1980s, increasing expectations of research outputs and excellence



New Strategies for Survival

• Commercial Firms

– Acquisitions, mergers and international media conglomerates

– Economies of scale

– Diversification

– Higher book prices or journal subscriptions

– Monetisation of secondary rights (from photocopying to digital sales)

• University Presses

• Learned Societies
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Mission or Money at the Royal Society in the 21stC?
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